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ABSTRACT The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is an NP-hard optimization problem that has been an
interest of research for decades in science and industry. The objective is to plan routes of vehicles to deliver
goods to a fixed number of customers with optimal efficiency. Classical tools and methods provide good
approximations to reach the optimal global solution. Quantum computing and quantum machine learning
provide a new approach to solving combinatorial optimization of problems faster due to inherent speedups
of quantum effects. Many solutions of VRP are offered across different quantum computing platforms using
hybrid algorithms, such as quantum approximate optimization algorithm and quadratic unconstrained binary
optimization. In this work, we build a basic VRP solver for three and four cities using the variational quantum
eigensolver on a fixed ansatz. Thework is further extended to evaluate the robustness of the solution in several
examples of noisy quantum channels.We find that the performance of the quantum algorithm depends heavily
onwhat noisemodel is used. In general, noise is detrimental, but not equally so among different noise sources.

INDEX TERMS Combinatorial optimization (CO), Ising model, quantum noise channels, variational quan-
tum eigensolver (VQE).

I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computers, the next generation of computing
technology, are expected to solve complex optimization
problems much faster than their traditional counterparts.
As parallelism is quantum computing’s most notable
benefit [1], [2], it is only natural to turn to quantum
computing to speed up calculations in complicated
optimization problems (such as those described by an
quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) [3],
adiabatic computation (AC) [4], Grover’s algorithm [5],
and others). When applied to a multidimensional problem,
classical optimization techniques in machine learning
(ML) can take a long time to calculate global optimum
and consume a lot of CPU and GPU power [6]. In higher
dimensional problem spaces, classical algorithms have been
shown to be less effective in general [7]. This is due to the
fact that NP-hard optimization tasks are often assigned to
ML algorithms [6].

VRP comes under the category of routing problems that try
to address multiple issues related to fleet management [8].
The objective is always to optimize vehicle movement to
minimize the cost or maximize the profit. Notwithstanding
the difficulty in delivering quick and dependable solutions to
the computationally hard VRP problem, several precise and
heuristic techniques have been developed for solving it [8],
[9]. Describing the VRP in its simplest form, a single vehicle
is tasked to deliver goods at multiple customer locations;
also, the vehicle needs to return to pick up additional items
when it runs out of goods [10]. The goal is to minimize
the cost of service by finding the best feasible combination
of routes that begin and terminate at a central location (the
depot) while maximizing the reward (often the inverse of the
total distance traveled or the mean service time). This prob-
lem is computationally difficult to solve, even with only a
few hundred customer nodes, and is classified as an NP-hard
problem [6], [11].
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Any VRP (n, k) involves (n− 1) locations with k vehicles
and a depot D [8], [12]. Its solution is a set of routes in
which all k vehicles begin and terminate at the given depotD,
ensuring that each place is visited only once. The route with
the shortest sum total of distance traveled by k vehicles is the
ideal one. For a long time, VRP is studied as an extension
of the classical traveling salesman problem [9], [13], where
now a group of k salesmen has to service collectively (n− 1)
locations, such that each location is serviced exactly once [8].
Constraints, such as vehicle capacity or restricted covering
time, often complicate the VRP issue in practical settings. As
a result, a plethora of conventional and quantum approaches
have been presented in an effort to effectively solve the prob-
lem. Current quantum approaches for solving optimization
problems include QAOA [3], quadratic unconstrained binary
optimization (QUBO) [14], [15], quantum annealing [16],
[17], [18], and variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [12],
which we will define in detail later.
In this work, we study the VRP in a different light. Here,

we explore adding controlled noise to an adapted quantum
solution to determine if it improves or degrades the overall
results. Recent works in QAOA [19], [20], [21], [22] and
VQE algorithms [23] studied the generic effects of noise in
these hybrid algorithms. Our work complements these results
by analyzing the effects of noise in a detailed gate-based
simulation of an algorithm to solve VRP. We analyze the
effect of various noise channels on an existing, yet variable,
ansatz developed as a solution to VRP. We apply amplitude
damping, bit-flip, phase-flip, bit-phase-flip, and depolarizing
noise channels to VRP circuits, analyze the effects, and con-
solidate our findings.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II

discusses fundamental mathematical concepts, such as com-
binatorial optimization (CO), AC, QAOA, and the Ising
model. Section III discusses the formulation of VRP using
the concepts discussed in the previous section. Section IV
covers the basic building blocks of circuits to solve VRP.
Section V covers building an ansatz for VRP. Section VI
covers the effects of applying noise models on the VRP cir-
cuit. Then, Section VII presents the observations from the
simulation results. Finally, in Section VIII, we summarize
the effects of various noise models on the VRP circuit and
future directions of research.

II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
The fundamental concepts used to solve routing problems
involve techniques and procedures from the field of CO.
This is followed by converting the mathematical models to
a quantum equivalent mathematical model for formulating
the objective function. The solution of the objective function
is often achieved by maximization or minimization of the
function. In this section, we outline the key concepts.

A. COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION
A classical CO problem is finding an optimal object from
a finite set of objects. Exhaustive search is impractical in

finding the optimal object due to the potentially high num-
ber of objects. Mathematically defining, if s is a string in
some set S and m number of clauses, where s ≥ m, we have
a maximization or minimization problem, known as a CO
problem. Each clause expects a string parameter and returns
a corresponding value [24]. It is the sum over the m clauses
that constitute the string’s total cost function. If we refer to
the input string as z and clauses asCα , we can write the total
cost function as

C(z) =
m∑
α=1

Cα (z). (1)

The objective is to identify z ∈ S such thatC(z) ≥ C(z) for
all z ∈ S (or, in the case of minimization, C(z)≤C(z) for all
z ∈ S). Here, z is not required to be unique. Cα (z) can take
two values 0 or 1 and z can be written as z = z0z1z2 . . . zn−1
for zi ∈{0, 1}. Also, considering maximization problems (as-
sumingCα (z) is a clause), the minimization problems can be
studied as C

′
α (z) = 1−Cα (z)

C
′
(z) =

m−1∑
α=0

C
′
α (z) =

m−1∑
α=0

(1 −Cα (z))

= m−
m−1∑
α=0

Cα (z) = m−C(z). (2)

B. ADIABATIC QUANTUM COMPUTATION (AQC)
AQC is a theoretical framework of a quantum computer [4],
[25]. The adiabatic theorem asserts that if the change to the
Hamiltonian is sufficiently gradual, the system remains in the
ground state of the given Hamiltonian [26]. The Hamiltonian
is an energy operator of a system. In AQC, there are two
Hamiltonians: the driver Hamiltonian (Hd) and the problem
Hamiltonian (Hp). The driver Hamiltonian (Hd) is the en-
ergy operator whose ground state is easy to prepare, whereas
the problem Hamiltonian (Hp) is the energy operator whose
ground state is obtained after evolution [4]. Interpolation
times are proportional to the energy gap between the two
lowest states of the Hamiltonian being used.
The procedure begins with an easy-to-prepare ground state

(i.e., the ground state of (Hd )) and ends (ideally) with the
ground state of (Hp), which is, in general, not directly charac-
terizable. Mathematically, constitute function s(t ) on [0,T ]
where s(0) = 0 and s(T ) = 1. T is the value of time set
high enough for the adiabatic theorem to hold. We define the
Hamiltonian, H(t ) = (1 − s(t ))HD + s(t )HP. According to
the adiabatic theorem, a system maintains its ground state of
H(t ) across thewhole interval [0,T ], provided a suitable s(t );
hence, the system is in the initial ground state (Hd ) at time
t = 0, and it will evolve into the intended ground state (Hp) at
time t = T . In general, it is challenging to assess the integral
describing the temporal evolution under this time-dependent
Hamiltonian [27]

U (t ) = τ exp

{−i
�

∫ t

0
H(T )dT

}
. (3)
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It is possible to assess this Hamiltonian using Trotteriza-
tion methods [28]. We divideU (T ) into intervals of δt small
enough such that the Hamiltonian is almost constant over
them. This permits us to use the much more streamlined
formula for the Hamiltonian that is independent of time.
Assuming U (b, a) is the time evolution from instant a to
instant b

U (T, 0) = U (T,T − δt )U (T − δt,T − 2δt ) · · ·U (δt, 0)

=
p∏
j=1

U ( jδt, ( j−1)δt )

≈
p∏
j=1

e−iH( jδt )δt (4)

where the approximation gets better as p gets larger (or, in
other words, as δt gets smaller), and where δt is measured
in �. Now using the approximation ei(A+B)x = eiAxeiBx +
O(x2) and adding Hamiltonian H( jδt ) = (1 − s( jδt ))HD +
s( jδt )HP, the integralU (t ) becomes

U (T, 0) ≈
p∏
j=1

e−i(1−s( jδt ))HDδt e−is( jδt )HPδt . (5)

AQC may be approximated by allowing the system to
develop under HP for a small s( jδt )δt and then HD for a
small (1−s( jδt ))δt, and unitaries can be derived for these
operations using U = e−iαHδt . Here, α is an integer in the
range [0, 1], and this includes the scaling resulting from
s( jδt ). AQC forms the theoretical basis of the variational
quantum algorithm QAOA, which is discussed briefly in the
next section.

C. QUANTUM APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
QAOA is a variational algorithm proposed by Farhi et al.
in 2014 [3], [4]. This algorithm relies on the framework of
AQC. Because of its use of both conventional and quantum
methods, this algorithm is considered as hybrid algorithm. In
the previous section, quantum AC drove the system from the
eigenstate of driver Hamiltonian to that of the eigenstate of
problem Hamiltonian.
In the context of optimization problems, the problem

Hamiltonian can be written as

C|z〉 =
m∑
α=1

Cα(z)|z〉. (6)

The maximum energy eigenstate of C solves the CO
problem. Similarly, for driver Hamiltonian, we use

B =
n∑
j=1

σ xj (7)

where σ xj represents the Pauli operator σ x on the bit z j. B
is also known as the mixing operator. Let us also define
Uc(γ ) = e−iγC and UB(β ) = e−iβB, which lets the system
evolve under C for some γ amount of time and under B for

some β amount of time, respectively. QAOA then constructs
a state

|β, γ〉 = e−iβpBe−iγpC . . . e−iβ2Be−iγ2Ce−iβ1Be−iγ1C|s〉 (8)

where |s〉 is a superposition state of all input qubits. The
expectation value of the cost function

∑m
α=1 〈β,γ |Cα |β,γ 〉

gives the solution or the approximate solution of the problem
after simplex or gradient-based optimization starting with
some initial set of parameters [29].

D. ISING MODEL
The Ising model of ferromagnetism is a well-established
mathematical model used extensively in the field of statistical
mechanics [30], [31]. There are two possible states for the
magnetic dipole moments of atomic “spins” (+1 and 1), each
of which is represented by a discrete variable in the model.
Each spin is able to communicate with its neighbors because
of how they are organized in a graph, usually a lattice (where
the local structure regularly repeats in all directions). The
system tends toward the lowest energy state when neighbor-
ing spins agree, but heat interrupts this tendency, allowing
for the emergence of alternate structural phases. The model
serves as a simplification of reality that may be used to spot
phase transitions [32]. Using the following Hamiltonian, we
can describe the sum of the spin energies

Hc = −
∑
〈i, j〉

Ji jσiσ j − h
∑

σi (9)

where Ji j represents the interaction between i and j, which
are adjacent spins, and h represents an external magnetic
field. If J is positive, the ground state at h = 0 is a ferromag-
net. If J is negative, the ground state at h = 0 is an antiferro-
magnet for a bipartite lattice. Hence, for simplification and in
the context of this document, we can write the Hamiltonian
as

Hc = −
∑
〈i, j〉

Ji jσ
z
i σ

z
j −

∑
hiσ

x
i . (10)

Here, σz and σx represent Pauli z and x operator. For sim-
plification, we can consider the following conditions to be
ferromagnetic (Ji j > 0), h = 0 assuming no external influ-
ence on the spin. Thus, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian as
follows:

Hc = −
∑
〈i, j〉

Ji jσ
z
i σ

z
j = −

∑
〈i, j〉

σ zi σ
z
j . (11)

E. VARIATIONAL QUANTUM EIGENSOLVER
VQE is a hybrid quantum-classical technique used to deter-
mine the eigenvalue of a large matrix or HamiltonianH [33].
The basic objective of this method is to search for a trial
qubit state of a wave function |ψ (�θ )〉, which is dependent on
a parameter set �θ = θ1, θ2, . . . also called as the variational
parameters. By quantum theory, the expectation of an observ-
able or Hamiltonian H in a state |ψ (�θ )〉 can be expressed as

E(�θ ) = 〈ψ (�θ )|H |ψ (�θ )〉 . (12)
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By spectral decomposition, H can be written as

H =
n∑
i=1

λi |ψ〉i 〈ψ |i (13)

where λi and |ψ〉i are the eigenvalues and eigenstates, respec-
tively, of matrix H. Also, the eigenstates of H are orthogonal
so

〈
ψi | ψ j

〉 = 0 if i 	= j. The wave function |ψ (�θ )〉 is repre-
sented as the superposition of eigenstates

|ψ (�θ )〉 =
n∑
i=1

αi(�θ ) |ψ〉i . (14)

Thus, the expectation becomes

E(�θ ) =
n∑
i=1

|αi(�θ )|2λi. (15)

Clearly, E(�θ ) ≥ λmin. So in VQE algorithm, we vary the
parameters �θ = θ1, θ2, . . . until E(�θ ) is minimized. This
characteristic of VQE is important for addressing CO prob-
lems in which a parameterized circuit is used to construct
the trial state of the algorithm, and E(�θ ) is the cost function,
which is the expected value of the Hamiltonian in the trial
state. On the assumption that the ansatz or parameterized
quantum circuit may describe the ground state of the system,
the ground state of the target Hamiltonianmay be obtained by
iterative minimization of the cost function. At each optimiza-
tion stage, the optimization procedure employs a classical
optimizer that employs a quantum computer to analyze the
cost function and calculate its gradient.

III. MODELING VRP IN QUANTUM
To find a solution to the vehicle routing problem, we can
map the cost function to an Ising Hamiltonian Hc [32]. The
minimization of Ising Hamiltonian Hc gives the solution to
the problem. To begin, let us consider an arbitrary connected
graph of n vertices and a binary decision variable xi j who
has a value 1 if there exists an edge between i and j for edge
weight wi j > 0 else; the value is 0. To represent the VRP
problem, we need n× (n− 1) decision variables. For every
edge from i → j, we define two sets of nodes source [i] and
target [ j]. The set source [i] contains the nodes j to which
i sends an edge j ε source [i]. The set target [ j] contains the
nodes i to which i sends an edge i ε target [ j]. We define VRP
as follows [12], [34]:

VRP(n, k) = min{xi j}i→ j∈{0,1}

∑
i→ j

wi jxi j (16)

where k is the number of vehicles and n is the total number of
locations. Considering the starting location as 0th location or
Depot D, we have n− 1 locations for vehicles to travel. This
is subject to the following constraints:

∑
j∈ source [i]

xi j = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}

∑
j∈ target [i]

x ji = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}

∑
j∈ source [0]

x0 j = k

∑
j∈ target [0]

x j0 = k

ui − u j + Qxi j ≤ Q− q j ∀i ∼ j, i, j 	= 0

qi ≤ ui ≤ Q ∀i, i 	= 0. (17)

The first two constraints impose the restriction that the
delivering vehicle must visit each node only once. The mid-
dle two constraints enforce the restriction that the vehicle
must return to the depot after delivering the goods. The last
two constraints impose the subtour elimination conditions
and are bound on ui, with Q > q j > 0, and ui,Q, qi ∈ R.
For the VRP equation, we can form the Hamiltonian of

VRP as follows [12]:

HVRP = HA + HB + HC + HD + HE

HA =
∑
i→ j

wi jxi j

HB = A
∑

i∈1,...,n−1

⎛
⎝1 −

∑
j∈ source [i]

xi j

⎞
⎠

2

HC = A
∑

i∈1,...,n−1

⎛
⎝1 −

∑
j∈ target[i]

x ji

⎞
⎠

2

HD = A

⎛
⎝k −

∑
j∈ source[0]

x0 j

⎞
⎠

2

HE = A

⎛
⎝k −

∑
j∈ target[0]

x j0

⎞
⎠

2

(18)

where A > 0 is a constant.
The set of all binary decision variables xi j can be

represented in vector form as

−→x = [
x(0,1), x(0,2), . . . x(1,0), x(1,2), . . . x(n−1,n−2)

]T
. (19)

Using the above-mentioned vector, we can define two
additional vectors for each node

−→z S[i] = �x  xi j = 1, xk j = 0, k 	= i

∀ j, k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}
−→z T [i] = �x  x ji = 1, x jk = 0, k 	= i

∀ j, k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. (20)∑
j∈ source [i]

xi j = �zTS[i]�x
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∑
j∈ target [i]

x ji = �zTT [i]�x. (21)

The aforementioned vectors will assist in the formulation
of the QUBO model of VRP. For a linked graph G = (N,V ),
the QUBO model [14], [15], [35], [36] is defined as

f (x)QUBO = min
x∈{0,1}(N×V )

xTQx+ gT x+ c (22)

where Q is a quadratic coefficient of the edge weights, g is
a linear coefficient of the node weights, and c is a constant.
In order to find these coefficients in the QUBO formations
of HVRP given in (18), we first put in (21) in terms HB and
Hc, respectively, then expand and regroup the expression of
HVRP according to (22)

H = A
n−1∑
i=0

[
zS[i]z

T
S[i] + zT [i]z

T
T [i]

]
�x2

+ wT�x− 2A
n−1∑
i=1

[
zTS[i] + zTT [i]

]
�x

− 2Ak
[
zTS[0] + zTT [0]

]
�x+ 2A(n− 1) + 2Ak2. (23)

Hence, for QUBO formulation of (18), we get the
coefficients Q(n(n− 1)× n(n− 1)), g(n(n− 1) × 1) and c

Q = A
[[
zT [0], . . . , zT [n−1]

]T [
zT [0], . . . , zT [n−1]

]
+ (In ⊗ J (n− 1, n− 1))]

g=W − 2Ak
(
(e0 ⊗ Jn−1) + [

zT [0]
]T)

+ 2A (Jn ⊗ Jn−1)

c = 2A(n− 1) + 2Ak2. (24)

Here, J is the matrix of all ones, I is the identity matrix,
and e0 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T .

The binary decision variable xi j is transformed to spin
variable si j ∈ {−1, 1} as xi j = (si j + 1)/2.

From the above-mentioned equations, we can expand (22)
to form the Ising Hamiltonian of VRP [14]

HIsing = −
∑
i

∑
i< j

Ji jsis j −
∑
i

hisi + d. (25)

Here, the terms Ji j, hi, and d are defined as follows:

Ji j = − Qi j
2
, ∀ i < j

hi = gi
2

+
∑ Qi j

4
+

∑ Qji

4

d = c+
∑
i

gi
2

+
∑
i

∑
j

Qi j
4
. (26)

IV. ANALYSIS AND CIRCUIT BUILDING
In this section, we create a gate-based circuit to real-
ize the above-mentioned formulation using the IBM gate

model, which we have implemented using the Qiskit frame-
work [37]. For any arbitrary VRP problem using qubits, we
begin with the state of |+〉⊗n(n−1) the ground state of Hmixer
by applying the Hadamard to all qubits initialized as zero
states, and we prepare the following state:

|β, γ 〉 = e−iHmixerβpe−iHcostγp . . .

. . .e−iHmixerβ0e−iHcostγ0 |+〉n⊗(n−1) . (27)

The energy E of the state |β, γ 〉 is calculated by the expec-
tation of Hcost from (12). Once again, the Hcost term may be
expressed in terms of Pauli operators using the Ising model,
as

Hcost = −
∑
i

∑
i< j

Ji jσ
z
i σ

z
j −

∑
i

hiσ
z
i − d. (28)

Thus, for a single term of state in |β, γ 〉 as β0 and γ0, the
expression reads e−iHmixerβ0e−iHcostγ0 . The first termHcost can
be expanded to following:

eiJi jγ0σiσ j = cos Ji jγ0I + i sin Ji jγ0σiσ j

=

⎡
⎢⎣
eiJi jγ0 0 0 0
0 e−iJi jγ0 0 0
0 0 e−iJi jγ0 0
0 0 0 eiJi jγ0

⎤
⎥⎦

= M. (29)

Applying a cnot gate on, before, and after the aforemen-
tioned matrix “M,” we can swap the diagonal elements

CNOT(M)CNOT =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
eiJi jγ0 0 0 0
0 e−iJi jγ0 0 0
0 0 eiJi jγ0 0
0 0 0 e−iJi jγ0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (30)

Observing the upper and lower blocks of the matrix, we
can rewrite[

1 0
0 1

]
⊗

[
eiJi jγ0 0
0 e−iJi jγ0

]
= I ⊗ eiJi jγ0

[
1 0
0 e−2iJi jγ0

]
.

(31)[
1 0
0 e−2iJi jγ0

]
is a phase gate. Looking at the second term

of Hcost, we get

Hcost =
∑
i

hiσ
z
i

eihiγ0σ
z
i = cos hiγ0I + i sin hiγ0σ

z
i

= cos hiγ0

[
1 0
0 1

]
+ i sin hiγ0

[
1 0
0 −1

]

=
[
eihiγ0 0
0 e−ihiγ0

]

= eihiγ0
[
1 0
0 e−2ihiγ0

]
. (32)

Fig. 1(a) depicts the basic circuit with two qubits along with
gate selections for Hcost.
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FIGURE 1. (a) Sample circuit showing gate selections for Hcost.
(b) Sample circuit showing gate selections with additional U gate after
barrier for Hmixer. Note: The sample circuits displayed in the figures
represent the building blocks of the actual circuit and do not represent
actual angles that are obtained as a solution of VRP using VQE.

Similarly, Hmixer can be derived as follows:

Hmixer = −
∑
i

σx. (33)

Considering a single term of Hmixer and taking the unitary

e−iHmixerβ0 = e−i(−σx )β0

= eiσxβ0

= cosβ0I + i sinβ0σx

=
[
cosβ0 i sinβ0
i sinβ0 cosβ0

]
. (34)

The IBMQU gate is defined as follows:

U =
[

cos θ/2 −eiλ sin θ/2
eiφ sin θ/2 ei(λ+φ) cos θ/2

]
. (35)

Comparing (31)–(35), we can establish relation of circuit
parameters with γ and β toU gate, which will form building
blocks of circuit. From Fig. 1(a), the circuit represents Hcost

term, where the firstU gate takes the parameters, θ = 0, φ =
−2Ji jγ0, and λ = 0, and the secondU gate takes the param-
eters, θ = 0, φ = −2hiγ0, and λ = 0. Similarly, in Fig. 1(b),
the U gate after the barrier represents the Hmixer term having
the parameters θ = 2β0, φ = π/2, and λ = −π/2.

V. VQE SIMULATION OF VRP
We construct the VRP circuit using the above-mentioned
equations and create the Hamiltonians for three-city and
four-city scenarios. Since we need n(n− 1) qubits, we end
up with only Hamiltonians and circuits with 6 and 12 qubits.
Beyond four cities, it is impossible to simulate in a classical
desktop computer due to memory limitations. We create the
ansatz using a quantum circuit defined in the previous section
and run it across various VQE optimizers available in the
IBM Qiskit framework: COBYLA, L_BFGS_B, SPSA, and
SLSQP. We run the circuit up to four layers across all the
optimizers and obtain the results depicted in Figs. 2 and 3.
The primary difference between Figs. 2 and 3 is the while the

FIGURE 2. Plot illustrating the circuit simulation of VRP with five layers
using various optimizers (COBYLA, L_BFGS_B, SLSQP, and SPSA). The plot
consists of two separate graphs depicting the simulation output of 6 and
12 qubit circuits, respectively. Each plot, in turn, consists of four lines
indicating energy values for different optimizers. The average value at
each layer is represented in pairs with (layer, average energy) format.

FIGURE 3. Plot illustrating the circuit simulation of VRP with five layers
using various optimizers (COBYLA, L_BFGS_B, SLSQP, and SPSA). The plot
consists of two graphs depicting the simulation output of 6 and 12 qubit
circuits, respectively. Each plot consists of four lines indicating energy
values for different optimizers. The minimum value at each layer is
represented in pairs with (layer, minimum energy) format.

former represents average energy value the later represents
minimum energy value of 15 consecutive runs at each layer.
The tables for these figures are presented in the Appendix

with Tables 4 and 5. The figures are derived from 15 consec-
utive runs of the VRP circuit, each with all the optimizers
and four layers. While the average energy values of VRP
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simulations decrease as optimizations increase across lay-
ers for most of the six qubit circuits, the same trend is not
observed for 12 qubit circuits. Also, the energy curves vary
significantly across all optimizers. Similarly, for minimum
energy graphs in Fig. 3, energy values have no clear decreas-
ing trend as optimization layers increase. Yet from the mini-
mum energy graphs, we can reliably say that the protocol has
achieved the minimum energy value. However they do not
always follow the downward trend or stay at the same level
as optimization layers increase. This, of course, is heavily
dependent on the optimizer. Thus, when selecting an opti-
mizer for simulation, we chose the optimizer that achieves
the lowest minimum, the fewest number of optimization lay-
ers. In summary, we have found that COBYLA is the best-
performing optimizer, followed by SPSA, L_BFGS_B, and
SLSQP. However, in the following, when we pass the circuit
through various noisemodels, wewill use only the COBYLA
optimizer.

VI. NOISE MODEL SIMULATION OF VQE
In a noisy quantum environment, a pure input state will
be transformed into a mixed state represented as a density
matrix [21], [38]. In the case of a 6-qubit state pure state
|ψ〉qoq1q2q3q4q5 , the density matrix can be defined as ρ =
|ψ〉qoq1q2q3q4q5 〈ψ |qoq1q2q3q4q5 . After the implementation of
the noise model, the density matrix takes the following form:

ξr(ρ) =
∑
m

(
Erq0m

) (
Erq1m

)
. . .

(
Erq5m

)
ρ

×
(
Exq0m

)† (
Exq1m

)†
. . .

(
Exq5m

)†
(36)

where r ∈ {A,B,W,F,D}. The elements of the noise chan-
nels are described as follows, A is amplitude damping noise,
B is bit-flip noise, W is phase-flip noise, F is bit-phase-flip
noise, and D is depolarizing noise. We apply these noise
channels to our VRP circuit and ansatz, which is variable
based on the number of qubits (6 or 12) and layers (1 to 5).
For simulation purposes, we choose the optimizer COBYLA
as it has the best performance characteristics in the simu-
lation of VQE. We restrict the noise probability to 0.5 as
noisy environments beyond this noise level are unlikely and
irrelevant in practice. The following sections discuss the
noise channels and operators we experimented on in the VRP
circuit.

A. AMPLITUDE DAMPING
The energy dissipation is a consequence of the interaction
of the quantum system with an amplitude-damping channel.
A quantum system gaining or losing energy from or to its
environment is described as a change in amplitude rather
than phase [38], [39]. If κA is the probability of gain or loss
of amplitude or decoherence rate, the Kraus operators of
amplitude damping channel can be described as follows:

EA0 =
[
1 0
0

√
1 − κA

]

EA1 = √
κA

[
0 1
0 0

]
. (37)

B. BIT-FLIP NOISE
Random bit-flip errors characterize bit-flip noise [39] with
probability κB. Thus, the Kraus operators of the bit-flip noise
channel can be described as

EB0 =
√
1 − κBI

EB1 = √
κBX = √

κB

[
0 1
1 0

]
. (38)

C. PHASE-FLIP NOISE
Phase-flip noise alters the phase parameter of the quantum
system without exchange of energy [38], [39]. The decoher-
ence rate or the phase-flip noise parameter also follows the
simple Bernoulli distribution with probability parameter κW .
Thus, the Kraus operators of phase-flip noise channel can be
defined as follows:

EW0 =
√
1 − κWI

EW1 = √
κWZ = √

κW

[
1 0
0 −1

]
. (39)

D. BIT-PHASE FLIP NOISE
Bit-phase flip noise channel is characterized by a combina-
tion of random bit-flip errors and a change in the quantum
system’s phase information without energy loss [39]. Like
other noise channels, the decoherence rate or the combined
probability of bit-phase flip error follows the distribution κF .
The Kraus operator of the bit-phase flip channel could be
given by

EF0 =
√
1 − κF I

EF1 = √
κFY = √

κF

[
0 −i
i 0

]
. (40)

E. DEPOLARIZING NOISE
A depolarizing noise channel leaves the system untouched or
replaces it with a maximally mixed state of I/d for a d-level
quantum system. The decoherence rate or the depolarization
noise probability follows the distribution with parameter κD.
The Kraus operators are as follows:

ED0 =
√
1 − κDI

ED1 =
√
κD

3
X =

√
κD

3

[
0 1
1 0

]

ED2 =
√
κD

3
Y =

√
κD

3

[
0 −i
i 0

]

ED3 =
√
κD

3
Z =

√
κD

3

[
1 0
0 −1

]
. (41)

It is to be noted that, in all cases, the noise channel is applied
locally to each qubit in the circuit.
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TABLE 1 VQE Simulation of Amplitude Damping, Bit-Flip, Phase-Flip,
Bit-Phase-Flip, and Depolarizing Channel for 6 and 12 Qubits With Four
Layers Involving Optimizer COBYLA, Where Energy Costs are Averaged
Over Ten Simulations

VII. INFERENCES FROM SIMULATION
In the experiment of simulating VRP across various noise
channels, we vary the noise probability from 0.05 to 0.5 and
observe the energy values of VQE. We execute the VRP
circuit with 1–4 layers on our chosen optimizer COBYLA
for both 6 and 12 qubit configurations. The experiment is
repeated ten times for each noise model with different noise
realizations. In the same experiment, we calculate the min-
imum eigenvalue of classical Hamiltonian and record the
difference in energy cost after noise induction.
The state’s energy is recorded for each layer from 1 to 4

of the QAOA circuit. These values are averaged over the ten
iterations to arrive at the average energy cost for each value
of the noise parameter and each layer number. The results
are given in Table 1. The deviation from the optimal value is
shown in Table 2. Finally, Table 3 summarizes the inferences

TABLE 2 For 6 and 12 Qubits With Four Layers and Using COBYLA as an
Optimizer, the Table Above Shows the Average Deviation From the
Classical Minimum (Over Ten Simulations) for VQE Simulations Utilizing
Amplitude Damping, Bit-Flip, Phase-Flip, Bit-Phase-Flip, and Depolarizing
Channels

on deviation from the classical minimum for various noise
models.
We observe that VQE results are impacted due to the in-

duction of noise. In the following sections, we will describe
our observations briefly for each noise model.

A. AMPLITUDE DAMPING NOISE
Amplitude damping noise shows values range between 50%
and 75% of classical minimum for both 6 qubit (−17.68)
and 12 qubit (−65.684) circuits. There are a few outliers
where the algorithm can reach very close to the classical
minimum for 6 qubit circuits. For 12 qubit circuits, the val-
ues are mostly above 50% of classical minimum but never
reach classical minimum as close as in 6 qubit circuits. This
trend is seen across multiple layers for amplitude damping
channels. It is noticed that the global minimum across layers
is observed at the second layer at −48.947, but it is very
close to theminimum of the first layer at−47.219. Hence, we
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TABLE 3 Summary of the Inferences on Deviation From the Classical Minimum for VQE Simulation of VRP Using Amplitude Damping, Bit-Flip, Phase-Flip,
Bit-Phase-Flip, and Depolarizing Channels for 6 and 12 Qubits

FIGURE 4. Plot illustrating the average deviation of the energy cost of VRP with four layers using various amplitude damping and bit-flip noise models.
The plot consists of two charts depicting the simulation output of 6 and 12 qubit circuits, respectively. The average deviation at each layer is represented
in pairs with (noise parameter, average deviation of energy cost) format.

can infer that increasing layers does not necessarily improve
the results for the amplitude-damping channel. Table 6 in
the Appendix summarizes the amplitude damping average
energy values. Fig. 4 refers to the average deviation of energy
cost from the classical minimum at each noise parameter
across layers. This again confirms that deviation from clas-
sical minimum energy cost due to amplitude damping noise
remains within 25%–50%, which is recorded in the Table 3.

B. BIT-FLIP NOISE
For the bit-flip noise channel, we note that the VQE values
are 50% or above the classical minimum for the first layer,

but it degrades to around 25% for the second layer, falling
further on third layer and finally close to zero on fourth layer.
Since this trend is seen in both 6 and 12 qubit circuits, we can
infer that increasing the number of layers degrades the VQE
values for the bit-flip noise channel. We have summarized
the bit-flip noise channel average energy values in Table 8
in the Appendix. Fig. 4 refers to the average deviation of
energy cost from the classical minimum at each noise param-
eter across layers. This again confirms that deviation from
classical minimum energy cost due to bit-flip noise remains
within the range of 50%–75% for the first two layers before
deteriorating further, which is recorded in Table 3.
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FIGURE 5. Plot illustrating the average deviation of the energy cost of VRP with four layers using bit-phase-flip and depolarizing noise. The plot consists
of two charts depicting the simulation output of 6 and 12 qubit circuits, respectively. The average deviation at each layer is represented in pairs with
(noise parameter, average deviation of energy cost) format.

C. BIT-PHASE-FLIP NOISE
There is a similar observation for the bit-phase-flip chan-
nel. The VQE values are 25% (or above) of the classical
minimum for the first layer, but they degrade as the layers
increase for 6 qubit. For 12 qubit circuits, the VQE values are
consistently poor. We have summarized bit-phase-flip noise
channel average energy values in Table 8 in the Appendix.
Fig. 5 refers to the average deviation of energy cost from
the classical minimum at each noise parameter across lay-
ers. This again confirms that deviation from classical mini-
mum energy cost due to bit-phase-flip noise remains close to
100%; this is recorded in Table 3.

D. PHASE-FLIP AND DEPOLARIZING NOISE CHANNEL
Finally, for both depolarizing and phase-flip channels, the
VQE values remain close to zero for both 6 and 12 qubit
circuits. It appears that phase-flip and depolarizing noise
channels are the most detrimental in VQE circuits (see Ta-
bles 10 and 14 in the Appendix). Figs. 5 and 6 refer to the
average deviation of energy cost from the classical minimum
at each noise parameter across layers. This again confirms
that deviation from classical minimum energy cost due to
depolarizing and phase-flip noise remains close to 100%,
recorded in Table 3.

E. DATA GATHERING AND STATISTICS COLLECTION
In all the simulations, we have used a quantum instance
object and a fixed random seed in the Qiskit framework to
avoid VQE terminating early and mitigate statistical fluctu-
ations. Hence, all the noise models used here are applied to
the quantum instance object, which in turn applies noise to
the circuit whose parameters are varied by VQE to arrive
at a result. We have executed ten iterations of VQE using
various noise channels described previously. From the results
of the ten simulations, we have taken the average energy
value of each noise parameter at each layer. Our figure of
merit is the difference between the layer’s classical mini-
mum and average energy cost. We remind the reader that
gate-based simulations are extremely expensive. The results
reported here amounted to 219 h of CPU time on a standard
laptop computer using Qiskit’s built-in simulators [37].
While more iterations would improve the variability of the
average energy calculations, some clear trends have already
been observed.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Detailed simulation results, first for a noiseless case (see
Figs. 2 and 3) and then for each noise channel, are provided
in the Appendix. Each noise channel’s simulation results are
divided into two tables: an average and a minimum. These
tables make it easy to see that the deviation from the classical
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FIGURE 6. Plot illustrating the average energy cost of VRP with four layers using the phase-flip noise model. The plot consists of two charts depicting
the simulation output of 6 and 12 qubit circuits, respectively. The average deviation at each layer is represented in pairs with (noise parameter, average
deviation of energy cost) format.

minimum does not change linearly when the noise parameter
is changed from 0.05 to 0.5 for each given noise channel. It
is also clear that the deviation from the classical minimum
does not grow linearly with the number of circuit layers used
for optimization. Consider the instance of a bit-flip noise
channel with a noise parameter of 0.25; for layers 1–3, the
minimum energy cost is almost the classical minimum at
−16.8, but at fourth layer, it abruptly lowers to −1.9. In
the same scenario, the average energy continues a downward
trend, going from 10.9 to 0.5. As we go over the tables for
all of the noise channels, we observe several similar patterns.
As a corollary, this validates making all noise channels use
the same 0.05 to 0.5 broad noise parameter range. When we
choose a lesser range or a range of noise parameters that do
not ruin the results (different for each noise channel), we
will see similar tendencies as we have found here, despite
the fact that separate noise channels impact the circuit and
the findings differently. We can see similar behaviors and
range of noise parameters (though the case and experiment
is different) for the application of noise channels in quantum
teleportation [39].
The work we have presented in this article provides an

interesting avenue for evaluating the effect of noise on de-
tailed gate-based simulations of hybrid quantum algorithms
for real-world applications. Noise is considered the most
problematic aspect of today’s intermediate-scale devices, and
hence, understanding the details of the effects of noise is
critical in understanding how to make the most effective use
of them.
In most cases, the effects of noise are minimal at the first

layer of the VRP circuits. While additional layers improve
upon the results in the noiseless case, the opposite is valid
with the induction of noise. Since some noise will always
be present in quantum circuits, an empirical finding of our
results is that the COBYLA optimizer performs better for
VQE circuits compared with the other available optimizers.
Yet there is room to study other optimizers, such as SPSA.
As we had come across prior work on noise simulations in
quantum circuits, one clear trend is that the results are heavily

TABLE 4 Table Summarizing the Average Energy Cost (Out of 15 Runs) of
VQE Simulation Using 5 Optimizers

TABLE 5 Table Containing the Minimum Energy Value (Out of 15 Runs)
Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using 5 Optimizers

influenced by the optimizer used for the simulations, while
some optimizers perform well at first for lower values of
noise, as the noise probabilities increase the performance
degrades; yet, among them, COBYLA performs well as seen
by multiple experiments [22].
We also aim to test and compare these results on more sig-

nificant VRP instances in physical devices, which is beyond
the ability to simulate classically. Future work is also needed
to analyze more detailed noise models guided by the mea-
sured characteristics from the real NISQ devices proposed to
solve problems, such as VRP.

APPENDIX
Tables 4–15 show noiseless VQE simulation statistics.
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TABLE 6 Table Containing the Average Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for Amplitude Damping Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using
COBYLA

TABLE 7 Table Containing the Minimum Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for Amplitude Damping Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation
Using COBYLA

TABLE 8 Table Containing the Average Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for BitFlip Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using COBYLA

TABLE 9 Table Containing the Minimum Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for BitFlip Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using COBYLA

TABLE 10 Table Containing the Average Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for PhaseFlip Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using COBYLA
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TABLE 11 Table Containing the Minimum Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for PhaseFlip Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using
COBYLA

TABLE 12 Table Containing the Average Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for Bit-Phase-Flip Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using
COBYLA

TABLE 13 Table Containing the Minimum Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for Bit-PhaseFlip Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using
COBYLA

TABLE 14 Table Containing the Average Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for Depolarising Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using
COBYLA

TABLE 15 Table Containing the Minimum Energy Values (Out of 10 Runs) for Depolarising Noise Channel Across Each Layer of VQE Simulation Using
COBYLA
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